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NOW AVAILABLE both in Kindle AND print editions! Order the print edition by clicking the
â€˜Paperbackâ€™ link above!So, you're the proud owner of a Kindle Paperwhite. Do you want to get
the most out of your new e-reader? If you are looking for a top-notch tutorial at a reasonable cost,
you've come to the right place! Here is the book that will teach you 100% of what you need to know.
Kindle Paperwhite Tips, Tricks, and Traps: A How-To Tutorial for the Kindle Paperwhite is your
detailed guide to getting the maximum benefit from your Kindle Paperwhite.In this comprehensive
guide, you'll learn tips (ways to effectively use your Kindle Paperwhite), tricks (ways to improve the
operation of your Kindle Paperwhite), and traps (things to avoid to prevent problems while using
your Kindle Paperwhite). You will learn-â€¢ How to get around within the user interface and use the
toolbars and screen regions more efficientlyâ€¢ How to make your Kindle Paperwhite your own,
customizing its display and operation for fastest and easiest useâ€¢ How to find THOUSANDS of
FREE (as in, zero dollars and zero cents) books for your Paperwhiteâ€¢ How to use â€™s free
â€˜Send to Kindleâ€™ service to move Word documents, Adobe PDF files, and images directly to
your Kindle Paperwhiteâ€¢ How to safeguard your content, using the security features built into the
Kindle PaperwhiteYou will learn all of the above and more, with Kindle Paperwhite Tips, Tricks, and
Traps: A How-To Tutorial for the Kindle Paperwhite as a part of your library. With this book, you will
learn 100% of what you need to know to get the most out of your new Kindle
Paperwhite!"Fantastic..." "Great Help..." "Easy for a non-geek to understand." -These are actual
reviewer comments for the best-selling book Kindle Fire HD Tips, Tricks, and Traps, also written by
this author!Kindle Paperwhite Tips, Tricks, and Traps: A How-To Tutorial for the Kindle Paperwhite
comes from the pen of Edward Jones, the principal technology writer behind the best-selling "Tips,
Tricks, and Traps" series of computer books. Jones is an experienced computer and technology
writer, database applications development analyst, consultant, and trainer who understands the
issues faced by people dealing with technology, day in and day out. His career spans years of
technology training, database development, and consulting services for major law firms and
government agencies in the Washington, DC area, and he currently resides in Charlotte, NC where
he is concentrating on providing publications to the rapidly growing digital marketplace. Jones is
also a best-selling author whose printed titles have sold over one million copies, and he has served
as a technical editor on numerous computer books.
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I have had my Paperwhite for over a year now. I really ignored the user's manual because I like to
explore on my own (and I am too impulsive around new "toys" to want to read a manual). When I
saw this book, I was intrigued: "Tips, Tricks, and Traps". I had to read this! Most of it is geared
toward a new Paperwhite owner; and there is nothing wrong with that. I really loved the excellent
advice for the battery life. I almost always plug mine in to charge. I never know when I go
somewhere and need it fully charged. I learned what to do to extend the battery life. Most
importantly, I learned what will cause the battery life to wear down over time and will need
recharging more often. But, don't get nervous. Mr Jones has the best trick to prevent that from
happening. It was my favorite! I learned a lot even after one year of Paperwhite ownership.

Incredibly better than the "Kindle Quick Start and User's Guide" I first bought (eBook and hard
copy). This one is organized and formatted better. I will reread with a note pad and copy down some
of the important information. So many things I had not known. Afterwards, I started reading "Kindle
Paperwhite Owner's Manual: from Basic Information ..." Gave up on it. Muddy writing compared to
the other and it was double spaced and no way to make it single space. The double spacing made it
too hard to read. This was the first time that I discovered how information could be transferred from

my desktop. I had thought eBook from was the only thing

The book seemed to assume a better knowledge than I have. I was not always able to follow
directions. For instance exactly how to navigate and be able to bring up the item you are wanting to
read/ I know it seems very elmentary, but not when you cannot manage to find which icons to look
for and what to use them

The description is not appropriate for the content. It is very thin on general content and not detailed
enough on topics it touts as being covered. I checked this "book" out based on the description and
got through it in about an hour. Most of the information is available on the web with simple look ups
or on-line tutorials. I consider this a waste of one of my Monthly Kindle Owners Lending Library
check-outs. I am certainly glad I did not spend any money on it - I would have asked for my money
back.

I bought this when I had the kindle paperwhite and found it to be very useful. I no have this
paperwhite and I didn't really enjoy the product itself. There was nothing wrong with it, I just enjoy
my Kindle 3G more. I would recommend this book to any who have the paperwhite and don't know
a lot about the product. It was a very useful book. If I hadn't purchased it as a Kindle book I would
have given it to anyone I knew who used the paperwhite.

If you use the Kindle guide and practice with the Paper White this book is a redundancy. I didn't find
any tricks or traps in it except for being tricked and trapped into buying it.

Most of what was in this "book" I already had learned. However there were certainly some tips that
easily provide an excellent return on the 99 cent investment...like how to score free ebooks. While I
had little hope any of the free books would be worth the "price", I have found some excellent new
authors and entertaining reading from these free downloads. If you don't know about how to score
the freebies, this book is an excellent investment!

I was at a loss for some months for the lack of instructions for older people about kindle and how to
navigate the pages, Menu, ordering a book and I found all my answers Kindle Paper white tips and
tricks Jim Pockey
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